5. Investors check business

addresses with online GIS tools.
• Does the company street address match a business location?
• Is the company operating from a residence? Is that appropriate
for the type and stage of the business?

6. Investors check online for press

about companies and founders.
• Genuine positive
press stands out.
(It’s easy to spot
“puff‐pieces” and
company PR
posing as “news.”)
• Investors also
check industry
news and search
for information
about your
competition.

7. Investors check into the

company’s fundraising efforts.
• Has company tried to raise crowdfunding? On Kickstarter?
Indiegogo? Fundable.com? What was the result? (Strong
negative if the campaign didn’t meet goal.)
• Is the company trying to raise money on iSelect? Gust?
AngelList? How long has the deal been posted?
• Is there information on the company’s financing available on
Pitchbook? CrunchBase? Whoisraisingmoney.com?
• Beware of companies that repeatedly raise new rounds of
capital without growing value for investors (Seed I, Seed II,
Series A, Series A1, Series A2, Series A3, Series B…).

8. Investors lookup court records

and background records online.
• Most states provide civil case records and family law cases
online. Some states put criminal records online.
• Basic background checks can be done for low cost or free.

9. Investors lookup patents and

applications online.
• Published patents and applications are necessary for due diligence. A published
application is public information.
• Investors gather information on the value of intellectual property and potential
competition based on patent citations.

Take‐aways:
• Every investor has their own process, but all investors perform some version of the “quick
look” or initial screen—before spending time on formal due diligence.
• Investors are looking to de‐select. The 9 steps in this presentation were ordered from
quickest and easiest to most time consuming. Get rejected for any reason at any step and
it’s unlikely the investor will spend time performing the steps after.
• It takes an experienced investor only about 30 minutes to complete steps 1‐9. (If your
company gets through all 9 steps.) If you are serious about raising capital, you’ll have given
your company a critical self‐evaluation for all the steps before you approach investors.
• If you make it through steps 1‐9 (and have made a good first impression), investors will
likely want to view your company’s financial projections as the next step (10). For our part,
we don’t want an entrepreneur to “pitch” or “sell” to us in‐person or by phone until
we’ve done the 9 steps and have had a chance to read the company’s business plan and
accompanying financials. There’s very little we expect to learn about the essentials of
your business that we can’t discover in these 10 steps. When it comes time to meet you,
what we want to get to know is YOU.

Heuristics:
The filter.

Getting to a WOW
Know your WOW and lead with it!

Show Us
Investors Want to See Your Business Plan

Rules of Due Diligence
(Now it gets real)
• 1st RULE: You do not talk about FIGHT CLUB
Due Diligence.
• 2nd RULE: You DO NOT talk about FIGHT CLUB
Due Diligence.
• 3rd RULE: If someone says "stop" or goes limp,
taps out the fight deal is over.

When is it “Due Diligence?”
• It’s Due Diligence when an investor says it is. Before that, it’s just
looking. But here are some simple rules:
• When attorneys are involved in going over the documents, you are
assuredly in Due Diligence.
• Once a term sheet has been offered, you are usually in Due Diligence.
• Before a term sheet has been offered, but when investors are asking
for financial records, references, intellectual property valuations, etc.
you may be in Due Diligence.
• When investors ask for and take time to read the business plan, you
probably aren’t in Due Diligence. Yet.

Why “Due Diligence?”
• Due Diligence implies a level of commitment, both on the part of an
investor and the entrepreneur. Some investors are cautious about
using the term to avoid setting expectations. Others use it freely while
casting about for information.
• Once in Due Diligence, an entrepreneur should expect a definite “yes
or no” answer from an investor within a reasonable amount of time.
Many investors drag out “Due Diligence” without committing, leaving
the entrepreneur hoping and guessing.
• In our opinion, an investor that’s not active in asking for supporting
info after reviewing the business plan isn’t really interested and you
aren’t in Due Diligence.

DD is to Validate Your Biz Plan
• Don’t treat a business plan as if it were classified information.
• Don’t expect investors to sign Confidentiality or Non‐Disclosure
Agreements. Professional investors won’t. Investors see too many
similar deals. Portfolio investors (not wannabe “Sharks”) aren’t
interested in stealing your idea.
• Patents and published patent applications aren’t secrets.
• Investors don’t need to know secrets of your invention—they need to
know in detail how your business plan or model will make them
money. If you can’t freely give them that information, and supporting
documentation/evidence you aren’t prepared for Due Diligence.

“But I Don’t Have a Business Plan!”
• Don’t cool entrepreneurs/investors say you
don’t need one? Didn’t THAT GUY  say he
doesn’t make formal business plans? And that
he wrote “plans on the back of beer mats and
envelopes”?
• Yes; but you’re not THAT GUY 
• ALSO, he insists on receiving an executive
summary with a “crystal clear concept” of the
business proposition, including detailed
knowledge of suppliers, demand, markets,
distribution—in other words, a business plan!

Business Plan or Business Model?
• Business Model isn’t a shortcut for a
proper Business Plan.
• Both require you to clearly state
assumptions and intentions. Provide
justification: Why your business will be
profitable.
• Investors don’t care to read 30 pages of
“fluff” about the size of the opportunity,
history of the invention, and who the
distinguished “strategic advisors” are.

http://www.businessmodelalchemist.com/tools

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by‐sa/1.0/legalcode

Remember:
• Investors are reading your plan for one
reason: You’ve told them you want their
money, and that you are going to return
their investment with profit.
• Profit doesn’t come by magic. Business
plans shouldn’t be fairy tales.
• Investors are going to read the executive
summary to get the gist of the business
idea—which (as Branson insists) must be
crystal clear and concise…

Concise…
• As in: You can convey on a postage stamp your business idea (how
you plan to make a profit).

• Which should convince the investor to turn next to your…

